ARTICLES


This white paper discusses challenges in law libraries and strategies to meet those challenges through marketing and outreach. Marketing and outreach can influence patron behavior by clarifying library services and policies, and getting feedback from patrons.


Following an online survey, three librarians gather their findings of law library staffs encounters with challenging patrons. The authors conducted a survey and literature review to study how librarians view and handle difficult patron behavior. This article suggests best practices based on the survey results, including written policies and guidelines, consistent application of the policies, and clear communication with patrons.


Lessons learned from studying the nursing literature regarding how they respond to problem patients through symbolic interactionist theory allows the author to offer library and information science professionals a new framework in which to craft solutions for dealing with their "problem patrons". Does the "problem" exist at the community, library organization or staff-patron interaction level? And is the problem the person, the behavior or even the adjective "problem"?


This article examines the benefits of conducting a use survey in academic law libraries, and offers suggestions on crafting and distributing an appropriate survey. Evaluating feedback from library users can highlight common complaints and identify ways to address problem areas, which can help reduce problem patron incidents.

Matteson and Boyden define, discuss and then apply the personality trait of customer orientation (CO) to librarianship suggesting that CO will enhance and invigorate the profession’s long standing value of excellence in customer service.


The author presents ten action statements for utilization when faced with difficult people. He notes the benefits of each and discusses the "how to" for achieving each action.


Ms. Toot explores the Zen and Buddhist philosophies providing solutions for librarians engaged in assisting difficult patrons.


After defining ten behavior traits the author offers strategies to deal with these difficult personalities. Walker bases her suggestions on her personal experiences with personnel situations in academic, public and special libraries.

BOOKS


This book helps with understanding that everyone is different offering the reader suggestions and direction on dealing with these differences.


Doucett covers many aspects of running a successful library, including a step by step guide on how to manage problem patrons and confrontation.


This title provides tips and strategies for setting behavioral expectations, intervening when patron behavior is disruptive, and handling frequent flyers. The book also discusses guidelines for creating a security program, how to document incidents, and communicate with security personnel.

Rikleen’s book studies the behaviors, skills, and faults of Millennials (1979-2000 birth years), especially as related to working with Baby Boomers and Gen X. Her goal is to help the different generations understand each other by examining the impact of their behaviors in the workplace, while also dispelling many of the negative stereotypes prevalent in popular media. Millennials will become 75% of the workforce by 2025, meaning they are increasingly your library students, customers, and coworkers. This book suggests practical strategies for strengthening intergenerational teamwork and relationships. These concepts can be translated into ideas for developing different library service models based on the changing needs and habits of younger generations.


Dealing with upset patrons is a reality of library service. Rubin instructs how to deal with angry people including angry comments, how librarians should react to anger and how to defuse tense situations.


A how to manual for working through problems with patrons based on our perceptions and how we can change ourselves to create a better environment.


The author of this book, a director of a public library, uses her work to teach the reader how to handle behavioral problems including those of angry patrons and mentally ill patrons. Advice on dealing with problem children is also provided.


Willis advocates learning and utilizing strong communication skills offering very good guidance for policy making. This book is a hands-on guide to solving and managing problems that pop up when dealing with patrons.

**PRESENTATIONS**


Insightful tips for dealing with the homeless in the library.

Research articles noted during the webinar include:


This short article provides quick tips on how to handle patrons.